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Welcome to the annual Review, summarising what we have
achieved in the past 12 months, compellingly woven into the
theme of “Memory” by this year’s editors Hannah Parham and
Renée O’Drobinak.
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Twelve months pass so quickly and Donald Insall Associates
continues to build on the legacy of our past, with its customary
creative energy, passion and analytical vigour; we look forward to
celebrating our 60 th Anniversary in 2018. We work hard to maintain
a continuity of approach, even in changing times, learning from
our collective experience and particularly from our pioneering
colleagues of the early days of our Practice.
For me, researching the 50 th anniversary of the Civic Amenities Act
in 1967 has revealed just how young the conservation movement
is and how central in debate, influence and philosophy was Donald
Insall Associates.

It is pleasing to look back on a year and reflect that the quality of
our work continues to shine through and that we continue to grow
and develop.
The Insall name is now also established in the great cities of
Birmingham and Manchester; a personal highlight has been to see
our teams taking root in both wonderful places.

Equally thrilling has been the development of our Employee
Ownership concept. The Practice has been a pioneer of employee
ownership, as well as conservation. We continue to grow in
this respect and found ourselves on the shortlist for this year’s
Architects' Journal “Employer of the Year”.
I hope you enjoy this Review and see that we remember our past
whilst confidently looking to our future.
Editors
Hannah Parham
Renée O’Drobinak
Graphic Designer
Renée O’Drobinak
© Donald Insall Associates 2017
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On Architecture and Memory
Hannah Parham

Above: Donald Insall
Associates's work encompasses
different philisophies of
conservation from the 'stitch in
time' repair approach advocated
by William Morris, pictured, to
full restoration. / Alamy
Left: A gilder from Hare &
Humphreys preparing the
surface for gilding of the
James Gibbs' Octagon Room
ceiling, Orleans House. Photo
© Thomas Erskine

M

emory has become something of a buzzword. It
was the theme of this year’s London Festival of
Architecture, and the winners of the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings’ Philip Webb Award
for 2016 presented their work at an event entitled
‘Place and Memory’. It is no longer just conservation
architects who delight in evidence of a building’s
historical use and adaptation. When the glossiest
of modern architects and the SPAB begin speaking
the same language, something must be afoot. But
for Donald Insall Associates the art of repairing,
restoring or designing anew, while conserving the
intangible qualities of historic places, has been at
the heart of our philosophy for decades.
Philosophies of Conservation

An appreciation of the way in which buildings
convey memory was at the root of the conservation
movement in the 19th century. For John Ruskin,
memory was one of the Seven Lamps of
Architecture. In this architectural treatise of 1849, a
chapter was dedicated to ‘The Lamp of Memory’ and
in it Ruskin set out the philosophical justification for
preserving historic buildings:
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It is … no question of expediency or feeling
whether we shall preserve the buildings of past
times or not. We have no right whatever to touch
them. They are not ours. They belong partly
to those who built them, and partly to all the
generations of mankind who are to follow us. The
dead have still their right in them: that which they
laboured for … we have no right to obliterate. What
we have ourselves built, we are at liberty to throw
down; but what other men gave their strength and
wealth and life to accomplish, their right over does
not pass away with their death; still less is the right
to the use of what they have left vested in us only.
It belongs to all their successors.
The SPAB Manifesto, drafted by William Morris
in 1877, developed Ruskin’s ideas into a set of
conservation principles, encouraging regular
maintenance and careful repair but eschewing the
restoration or adaptation of historic buildings to
meet changing needs. Architects, he urged, should
appreciate the romance of the ruin and preserve
each successive layer of history. The approach has
saved countless medieval churches, cathedrals and
secular buildings from insensitive alteration. Yet
Morris could not have envisaged the great numbers
of buildings now listed or protected through

conservation area designation when he formulated
his principles. It is interesting to muse on what he
might have made of the regeneration of Covent
Garden when the flower market closed, or the postfire restorations of Uppark or of Windsor Castle, or
the adaptation of St Pancras Station for the arrival of
Eurostar. He would certainly have baulked at listing
the works of George Gilbert Scott. His dislike of
Scott notwithstanding, the Manifesto was catholic
in its celebration of ‘anything which can be looked
on as artistic, picturesque, historical, antique, or
substantial’. In this Morris was strikingly prescient
and the definition of what constitutes ‘heritage’
continues to grow ever wider.

With the expansion of what is protected, the degrees
of preservation and of permissible change have
become more refined. Morris’ exhortation to ‘raise
another building rather than alter or enlarge the old
one’ cannot always be answered, especially in a
world of diminishing natural resources. Conservation
practices have developed in response to these
challenges, for example through the Venice Charter
of 1964 and the Burra Charter of 2007; these present
an increasingly systematic approach to analysing
significance and managing change, introducing
internationally recognised standards of conservation.
3

That Every Place May Be ‘Truly More Itself’

Donald Insall Associates, founded in 1958, has
been at the forefront of building conservation for
nearly sixty years, and our work encompasses
many of these subtly different sets of principles. To
maintain our pre-eminence in the field, the practice
has recently held a series of debates and seminars
exploring our philosophy from the perspective of
a new generation of conservation architects and
advisers. What has emerged most powerfully is that
all our projects are underpinned by the governing
motivation that, through our work, every place may
be ‘truly more itself’.
This year, Donald Insall Associates was pleased to
be one of six shortlisted teams in the National Trust’s
International Design Competition for Clandon Park
in Surrey. This Palladian mansion, built to designs
by Giacomo Leoni from 1730, was devastated by
a fire in 2015, resulting in substantial damage to
its interior including the celebrated Marble Hall.
Our entry – which has been devised in partnership
with New York-based practice Diller Scofidio +
Renfro – proposes the restoration of its principal
historic rooms, combined with contemporary
interventions into the more damaged areas of

Left: Country houses are
a fundamental part of our
collective memory. The fire
damaged Marble Hall, Clandon
Park. Photo © National Trust /
James Dobson
Below: A watercolour of
Wentworth Woodhouse by
Sir Donald Insall.

lesser interest on the upper floors. The fire, caused
by a faulty electrical distribution board, showed
that the notion that anything can be ‘preserved in
aspic’ – as the conservation movement is often
mischaracterised as desiring – is near impossible
to achieve in practice; stuff happens, history never
stands still. I believe our approach at Clandon, if we
are successful, would illustrate the ways in which
careful conservation and dynamic new design are
not opposites, but can be part of the same creative
process. This fits perfectly within the Palladian ideal
of matching the genius of the ancients with the best
that modern design has to offer.

The practice will have the opportunity to put
these ideas into practice very soon at Wentworth
Woodhouse in South Yorkshire. The team was the
successful bidder in an open competition to lead a
rescue operation to mend those roofs in most urgent
need of repair to make this extraordinary house wind
and watertight. The grounds of Wentworth Woodhouse
became an open-cast mine during the coal shortage
of 1947 (‘like holding the Battle of the Somme in front of
the Chateau of Versailles’, according to Marcus Binney)
and subsidence and neglect have taken their toll. The
house is now owned by a preservation trust and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer announced a grant of
£7.6m for the project in last year’s Autumn Statement.
Through projects like Wentworth Woodhouse and, we
fervently hope, Clandon, we are constantly refining our
philosophy of conservation.
4

Review 2017

The articles presented in this Review explore
the theme of architecture and memory in light of
the places in which the Practice has worked this
year. In some projects, memories of the past were
harnessed to build support for repair and renewal.
At Brodsworth Hall, for example, the complaints
of former servants about the malfunctioning roller
shutters in this Yorkshire country house, recorded
in an oral history project, resonated with today’s
English Heritage staff. This led, writes Simon
Revill, to the idea of repairing and preserving two
of the original patented designs as a record while
providing an updated mechanism for the majority
of the rollers. David Barnes’s article describes how
a Heritage Lottery Fund project to rejuvenate a
natural bathing pool in Bath is drawing on swimmers’
recollections of happy summer days to make
the case for reopening; Cleveland Pools was in
continuous use from 1815 until 1984. A new watersource heat pump promises a more comfortable, if
slightly less authentic, experience.
In other places, memories of a building in its heyday
are long-lost and the physical fabric is now the most
powerful connector between past and present. No.
20 St James's Square in London, says Helen Ensor,
is a townhouse designed by Robert Adam in 1770 in a
remarkable state of preservation. Fresh from examining
the ruins of classical Italy on his Grand Tour, the young
man who commissioned it clearly understood the

capacity of architecture to speak to posterity. In the
1930s, the artist Rex Whistler deployed the power of
painting to the same end, capturing the owners of Plas
Newydd in Anglesey in an extraordinary set of trompe
l’oeil murals in the principal rooms of the house. This
very personal testimony, described by Matt Osmont,
has now become part of our collective memory of
life in a country house. Whistler’s story is said to
have inspired Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited,
a major influence on modern perceptions of pre-War
life in an English stately home, and Plas Newydd is
now open to the public by the National Trust. In an
article about Chesterton Mill in Cambridge Karen
Teideman-Barrett explores how technological changes
over time are recorded in the surviving fabric, and how
that will serve as a catalyst for regeneration.
Other historic places were designed as memorials
from the start, as is the case at London Road
Cemetery in Coventry, which contains the national
monument to Joseph Paxton and is the subject of
Christopher Thomas’s contribution. Aimée Felton
suggests that some buildings hold memories of
their past, embedded in the fabric. At the Temperate
House in Kew Gardens the life of the rare plants
housed in the building since the 1860s is imprinted
in every joint opened by root systems, in remnant
plant hooks and in exhausted soil. The practice
has been working at Kew for over twenty years
now and 2017 sees the unveiling of the restored
Temperate House, the largest Victorian glasshouse
5

in the world. Finally, Tony Barton reflects on our own
institutional memory at Donald Insall Associates as
we join the celebration of 50 years of conservation
areas, a piece of legislation that reflects many of the
principles established by Donald Insall’s pioneering
work in Chester in the 1960s.
History Matters

Donald Insall Associates is uniquely placed to work on
buildings with complex layers of history and meaning.
We are one of the few architectural practices listed in
the AJ100 to employ a dedicated team of historians
and researchers who investigate the history of
buildings, often making new discoveries, and we
see understanding the past as an inspiration for
new design. In addition, the technological expertise
of our architects can ensure the fragile qualities of
historic places are conserved. Architects at Donald
Insall Associates use their expertise to guide modern
interventions that communicate our values and those
of our clients to posterity, and ensure that historic
buildings function effectively. Thus, active uses are
sustained and a new generation is able to make its
own memories, adding further layers of significance to
a historic place. Through the conservation of historic
buildings, the practice is privileged to participate in
a continuous dialogue between past, present and
future. By discovering the projects presented here
in this Review, I invite you to listen in.

Obscurity vs. Patronage:
The Power of Architecture
Helen Ensor

Opposite page: Robert Adam’s
design for the elevation of 20 St
James’s Square c. 1771. / RIBA
Above: Portraits of Sir Watkin
Williams Wynn and Lady
Charlotte Williams Wynn,
painted in 1771, just after
their marriage. / National
Museum of Wales

O

n 1st June 1768, probably at around dawn, a
coach rattled through Grosvenor Square and
headed out of London towards Dover. Inside were
an 18-year-old gentleman, Sir Watkin Williams Wynn,
and three companions who were to accompany him
on a great adventure. They were beginning a Grand
Tour which would take them to France, Switzerland
and – the ultimate prize for the 18 th -century
grand tourist – Italy. Wynn, a rather overweight
and diffident young man, had recently become
engaged to the daughter of a close friend of his late
father, Lady Henrietta Somerset, and his feelings
about leaving her seem to have been somewhat
ambivalent. For the others, excitement at a first trip
abroad is more likely to have been upmost.
A Patron of Architecture

'Now with a certain cultivated
polish, and a love of Italian art and
architecture, Wynn was keen to
show his erudition in some building
plan or other.'
6

When Wynn arrived home, a mere nine months
later1, he was a changed man. Now with a certain
cultivated polish, and a love of Italian art and
1 Grand Tours generally took between two and three years to undertake
and Wynn seems to have raced through his in the shortest possible time,
whilst ensuring that all of the key sights and experiences were ticked off.
7

'This young couple, who the account
books show were busy buying
material for soft furnishings and
throwing parties, built one of the
most influential and sophisticated
houses in the whole country and yet
they were modest, generous, and
almost self-effacing in terms of their
own lives. This disparity is striking.'
Opposite page, clockwise
from left: Wynn and his first
wife Lady Henrietta Somerset,
by Joshua Reynolds c. 1769.
Seemingly finished after
Henrietta’s death in July 1769
and perhaps converted to
a memorial portrait by the
addition of black clothing./
National Museum of Wales
Ceiling in the dining room on
the ground floor (2016).
Adam’s watercolour for the
same ceiling, 1772. © Sir John
Soane's Museum.
This page: Group portrait
commissioned by Wynn whilst
on the Grand Tour from Pompeo
Batoni in 1768 – unusual as it
gives equal prominence to all
members of the party. / National
Museum of Wales

architecture, he was keen to show his erudition
in some building plan or other, as other wealthy
and educated men had done before him. Tragedy
overtook him, however, and his first wife was dead
within three months of their marriage. His feelings on
the matter are not recorded, but soon after her death,
he lost interest in altering the family pile, Wynnstay in
Wales, in favour of building an entirely new townhouse
in London. He met and married his second wife, Lady
Charlotte Grenville2, in 1770 and at the same time
he acquired the freehold for 20 St James’s Square.
She was just 17 and he was 22. Together they would
commission, furnish and live in one of the most
sophisticated houses in Georgian London.
In the 1760s, the charismatic Scot Robert Adam was
taking the London elite by storm. His combination
of charm, business-sense and revolutionary design
inspired by Classical Rome (in particular Tuscany
and Herculaneum) ensured that he was the most
successful and sought-after architect of the time.
Whilst Wynn had originally approached the Irish

2
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Daughter of the Whig Prime Minister George Grenville (1712-1770).

architect James Gandon for plans3, Gandon was
soon set aside in favour of Adam. Between 1771 and
1775, Adam delivered the complete package at 20 St
James’s Square - elevations, interiors and furniture4 .

Duchess of Devonshire5. This young couple, who
the account books show were busy buying material
for soft furnishings and throwing parties, built one
of the most influential and sophisticated houses
in the whole country and yet they were modest,
generous 6 , and almost self-effacing in terms of
their own lives. This disparity is striking.

Yet despite this conspicuous display, the gossipy
newspapers of the time are almost silent with
respect to the comings and goings of Wynn and
his wife at their palatial house. This obscurity
has prevailed to the present day: the Wynns are
barely mentioned in the standard texts on Robert
Adam and his achievements. With the exception
of his account books and her letters, the couple’s
personal life is also almost unrecorded. Certainly
Lady Charlotte was the scion of an important
political family, and Sir Watkin was perhaps the
richest man in Wales, but they were not Dukes or
Duchesses, Earls or Countesses, and nor were
they part of the ultra-fashionable set who set
the pace of London life, such as the Duke and

Wynn lived fast and died young, in 1789, aged just
407. On his death, Lady Charlotte Wynn seems to
have almost immediately moved out of their house
on St James’s Square and it remained empty until
at least 1805 when her eldest son (also Sir Watkin)

3

6 Wynn treated the servants and companions who accompanied
him on a friendly basis, ensuring they had their share of experiences
and fun, and joined in with all his excursions. During the building of No.
20 St James’s Square at least two workmen died; Wynn ensure their
widows received annual payments in recognition of their loss.

Wynn also paid him for lessons in architecture.

4 Including the largest ever architect-designed silver table service
ever made, a pipe-organ and a sedan chair for Lady Charlotte in colours
to match her boudoir.

Ars longa, vita brevis

5 Wynn met the Duke of Devonshire in Florence when they were both
on their Grand Tours and they travelled together for a while. There is
no evidence, however, that they kept the friendship up when they were
both back in London.
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Lady Charlotte would outlive her husband by some 43 years.

officially took up residence, although in practice as
a military man he was absent much of the time. As a
result, the house was barely lived in until 1817 when
the 5th Baronet got married and had children of his
own 8 . The family made almost no changes to the
rooms on the principal floors of the house, and nor
did any of the subsequent generations of Wynns.

The house remained in the Wynn family until 1905,
when it was leased to the Earl of Strathmore and
became the childhood home and schoolroom of
their daughter Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon9. Even more
fabulous parties were held. In 1936 the building
underwent a massive change when it was linked on
all floors to a new office building which was built next
door at 21 St James’s Square and which copied the
Adam façade, stretching it from three to seven bays,
and rendering the new building indistinguishable
8 In a letter from Lady Charlotte to her daughter Frances (Fanny)
in October 1817 she writes: 'I had two days ago a most kind letter as
usual from Lady Hart…saying that the new Nursery was perfect for its
present inhabitant and that Watkin and she having dined together had
just been up to put the Baby [their firstborn, Henrietta] to bed, and had
left her in the sweetest of sleeps.'
9

Later Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother.
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Left: The house as it appeared
after the Mewes and Davis
extension of 1936. The three
bays furthest to the right are by
Adam; the four to the left and
the third floor and mansard roof
are by Mewes and Davis.

Nurturing Nature:
Restoring the Temperate House at Kew
Aimée Felton

from Adam’s masterpiece. However, this radical
intervention allowed the Adam rooms on the ground
and the first floor to remain intact, at a time when many
Georgian interiors were being lost to commercial
development. A programme of restoration work in the
late 1980s represents the most recent phase of works
to the building, although in 2016 the openings between
nos 20 and 21 were filled and the house became a
single entity once more.

Donald Insall Associates was asked to carry out detailed
research into the history of the house and the people
who lived there, for its new owner. What has become
clear, astonishingly given its central London location
and recent use as an office, is that the building has
survived to the present day in a form that would be
instantly recognisable to the 4th Baronet and his wife,
who created the house in 1770. It has hardly changed
at all and is therefore probably the most complete and
best preserved Robert Adam townhouse in London, and
perhaps in the whole country.
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Escaping obscurity

The man who commissioned 20 St James’s Square
was the second of the eldest sons of the line to
have been given the unusual name of Watkin. The
tradition persists to this day, with the current holder
of the title being Sir David Watkin Williams Wynn
and the heir apparent (born in 1970) being Charles
Edward Watkins Williams Wynn. Through family
names, people bear the imprint of their ancestors,
and a family’s collective memories are formed.
But whereas the history of the majority of these
Watkins William Wynns has faded into obscurity,
the 4th Baronet ought to be remembered – at least
amongst those who prize Georgian architecture –
for his singular act of artistic patronage. That he is
not better known, and has been so little researched
and written about, belies the importance of his
contribution; he has bequeathed to modern London
an extraordinary and complete work of architecture
and design for which he, along with Robert Adam,
should be long remembered.

T

he construction of the Temperate House was
predicated on the Victorian obsession with
observation of the natural world. Now, the building
is itself subject to intense scrutiny as part of its
redevelopment and renewal, a five-year project
due for completion in May 2018. The past has left
indelible traces upon the architectural fabric of the
Temperate House and these provide vital evidence
for today’s designers, curators and communities
equipping the building for the next phase of its life.

In his theory of evolution, Charles Darwin proposed
that living beings were ‘all netted together’ through
a common ancestry. At Donald Insall Associates,
we work within the concept of ‘living buildings’
and so Darwin’s ideas are of great interest to us:
in order to best plan for a building’s future we
must first understand its history, architecture
and function, because all are connected and part
of its evolution. Memory, both autobiographical
and collective, is one of the most important
connectors, a strand that binds both physical fabric
and communities past and present.
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The Origins of the Building

Plant collecting, as pioneered at Kew, provides vital
scientific information that helps us classify and better
understand the living world, an activity that surged in
popularity in the Victorian era. The Temperate House
at the Royal Botanical Gardens was the embodiment
of this new learning. It was designed by Decimus
Burton, whose other work at Kew includes entrance
gates and the majestic Palm House.
Temperate House is a series of five pavilions built on
a raised earth mound. Construction commenced in
1859, with its centre block and octagons complete
by 1863; this was followed in 1897 and 1899 by
the North and South blocks. Twice the size of the
monumental Palm House at 4,880 square metres
and extending to 19 metres in height, the Temperate
House is the world’s largest Victorian glasshouse.
Donald Insall Associates was appointed in 2012
as conservation architect as part of the large
multi-disciplinary team. During the enabling works,
the building was stripped of its living botanical
collection, save for nine trees which were deemed
too horticulturally significant to risk moving. The

Above: HM Office of Works Drawing of the
‘Second Wing to Temperate House’ © Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Above: Terracotta Sylvanus and Flora statues
standing proud on the east elevation transept
to the Centre Block prior to their restoration ©
Thomas Erskine.

Previous page: Donald Insall Associates'
presentation drawing of the Temperate House.

'The very memory of the plants,
even when absent, is apparent in
every joint opened by root systems,
in remnant plant hooks and in
exhausted soil.'

Temperate House will be redefined as a result of this
work. Burton’s original vision for Temperate House will
be reawakened, with the adoption of a building plan
more closely correlated with the original drawings
held at the National Archives.

very memory of the plants, even when absent, is
apparent in every joint opened by root systems,
in remnant plant hooks and in exhausted soil. The
remaining metal exoskeleton, composed of cast
iron, steel and timber, displays makers' marks and
numerical index marks dating to the different phases
of construction. These have proved useful to the
process of dismantling and rebuilding; indeed, the
team has – in a small number of discreet locations
– added a modern equivalent to indicate the latest
phase of work.

Paint analysis revealed that early decorative schemes
within the 1860s buildings had stone- coloured
walls with pale blue and off-white decoration on the
structure. The later-19th-century North and South
Blocks originally had a dark green colour scheme.
As part of our work, modern all-over brilliant white
decorative scheme is replaced with polychromatic
stone colours, picking out architectural details
and high-level sculpture. Cleaning of the structure,
utilising ultra-high pressure water and crushed
garnet blasting to remove the build-up of corrosion,
has revealed the original casting marks and
metalworkers’ stamps, evidencing the quality and
pride in craftsmanship of the Victorian era. New
stamps will be added where new materials are used,
including lead work, replacement castings to the
snow guards and finial details. Stamps have been

Unsurprisingly given the building’s age and technical
complexity, the scope of project has increased as
the understanding of the building has grown, and
as the contractor, ISG, has proceeded with works.
Generously funded by the HLF, DEFRA and numerous
private funders, the experience and perception of
12

Layers of History

omitted purposefully from the new glazing to maintain
the purity of light transmission and reflection. These
works acknowledge the passage of time and our own
part in that process.
Landscaping and accessibility, both internally and
in the approach to the building, will be improved,
providing parity of esteem to all visitors whether
on foot, or in a pushchair or a wheelchair. There
will also be new WC facilities and a new education
space that will offer Kew greater opportunities to
engage new audiences and reinforce the scientific
basis of its foundation.
The visitor experience will be enhanced with
interpretation, guiding the passage of visitors
through a suite of five interconnected buildings.
This will allow the visitor to experience sub-tropical
worlds, all the while located in suburban TW9.
To facilitate the re-painting and re-glazing of such
a large structure, 69,151 individual component
parts had to be dismantled, recorded, logged and
stored. 3D software and QR codes linked to an app
have registered originating position, grid line and
current location. In retrospect, dismantling the

'Sixteen apprentices have been
employed as part of the project,
learning the skills of building
conservation and horticulture.'
building was the easy part. Reinstatement created
many challenges including sequencing and late
design improvements, especially to junctions and
weathering details.
Sixteen apprentices have been employed as
part of the project, learning the skills of building
conservation and horticulture. The project has
developed strong local connections between
education and place, reinforced the critical
scientific work undertaken at Kew and the sublime
architecture within its grounds.

Temperate House is due to re-open in May 2018,
marking the end of our eight-year tenure on
this project. However, Donald Insall Associates’
involvement at Kew Gardens will continue, with
exciting prospects ahead, including the Palm House
and several former residences within the estate.
13

The (Other) Baths of Bath

David Barnes

G

eorgian architecture and bathing are synonymous
with Bath, and the two come together in the
unique and little-altered Cleveland Pools. Opened
in 1815 as a discreet and civilised adaptation of
the natural swimming facilities provided by the
adjacent river Avon, the crescent-form development
was contemporary with some of the final phases
of the Georgian expansion of the city. The original
arrangement included a river-fed main pool for
male bathers, whose activities had been somewhat
curtailed by the 1801 Bathwick Water Act which
prohibited nude male swimming in the river. There
was also a smaller, separate, spring-fed pool for ladies,
screened and enclosed by a high wall.

'The original arrangement included a
river-fed main pool for male bathers,
whose activities had been somewhat
curtailed by the prohibition of nude male
swimming in the Avon.'

The Original Development

Surprisingly, 200 years of alteration, extension and
adaptation have not significantly diluted the modest
architectural clarity of the original design. This has
been popularly attributed to John Pinch the Elder,
who was working on elements of the surrounding
Bathwick Estate and was also among the original
subscribers to the Pools.

Cleveland Pools was constructed on the fringe of
what is now the City of Bath World Heritage Site,
alongside what was – at the time – an over-ambitious
residential development to the north and east of the
centre which included extensive pleasure gardens.
The speculation failed because Bath’s economic and
social status was in decline, as fashionable society
moved away to new resorts. Just across the river
14

from Cleveland Pools, Grosvenor Pleasure Ground,
which opened in 1792 providing archery fields,
bowling greens, a maze and rowing facilities, was
never fully realised and had reverted to domestic
gardens by 1820. The Pools also suffered fluctuating
fortunes, but remained in largely continuous use
until 1984. After a brief period as a trout farm, the
Pools were abandoned in 2003.

A Suburban Backwater

The former vitality and social vibrancy of the Pools,
however, has been replaced by peaceful decay and
disuse; the prevailing atmosphere is closer to semirural with over-mature self-seeded trees screening
the site from its neighbours and slowly encroaching
on the remaining structures. Initially listed in 1975,
Cleveland Pools was subsequently upgraded to
Grade II* in 2006, but remains on the Heritage at
Risk Register. Following a Round 1 award from
Heritage Lottery Fund, Donald Insall Associates was
appointed in August 2015 by Cleveland Pools Trust
to develop the proposals.

Cleveland Pools is tucked away behind terraced
housing on a residential cul-de-sac and can only be
reached via a small pedestrian gateway opening onto
a steep and narrow pathway. The locality is now a
suburban backwater bounded by the river, railway line
and canal, and occupants of residential properties
around the site have become accustomed to the
quiet enjoyment of their neighbourhood.

The historical and architectural relevance of the
Pools is still quite evident, but the redundant

site now has a very different relationship with
its immediate surroundings. Restoration of the
Cleveland Pools as an open air swimming facility
will rely on once again attracting large numbers of
visitors to allow the sustainable re-use of the baths
as a viable, not-for-profit community pool.
“Come on in, the water’s lovely”

Local people have fond memories of swimming
at Cleveland Pools during the 20 th century, as
evidenced by numerous comments submitted in
support of the recent Planning and Listed Building
Consent applications. Such recollections are vital
in recording public enthusiasm for the project and
re-establishing the broken chain of community use
at the bathing pools.
Being an open air, unheated facility, the popularity
of Cleveland Pools in the past would have been
dictated by the seasons and vagaries of daily
weather conditions. Consequently, it is not
altogether surprising that people’s recollections
are overwhelmingly positive, as they are most likely
associated with fair weather. The current proposal
is based on natural, bacteriological filtration of the
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Top: The pools have been
abandoned since 2003.
Bottom: Summertime
fun, August 1973 © Bath
Central Library.
Previous page: Cleveland
Pools in 1910 © Bath
Record Office.

New Place, New Life
Matt Osmont

'The proposal is based on
natural, bacteriological
filtration of the pool water
and will employ a water
source heat pump to extract
heat from the adjacent river
to allow bathers to swim in
much warmer water.'

pool water and will employ a water source heat
pump to extract heat from the adjacent river to allow
bathers to swim in much warmer water, hopefully
widening the appeal.

However, whilst the success of the project relies
upon encouraging visitors to discover this history
and, even better, physically experience swimming
in the oldest outdoor public pool in Britain, there
are understandable concerns about the potential
impact on the immediate neighbourhood. Very few
of the existing nearby residents lived in the area
when the Pools were last open, and there is some
reluctance to accept the levels of seasonal activity
associated with a community pool.
An evolving history

To reconcile these issues, it is tempting simply
to consider the antiquity of the Pools against the
relatively transient nature of the occupancy of the
surrounding housing, which is predominantly of a
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later construction date. We can readily establish
the national significance of this virtually complete
Georgian pool complex, with its direct connections
to the Georgian architecture of Bath. The Pools
tell us about the changing traditions of bathing in
society and the development of Bath, but public
understanding of this unique place is better served
by its use for swimming than by any number of
‘heritage’ interpretation panels.
There is a rare opportunity to rescue, sensitively
conserve and restore the original building to its
original function. The updated facilities will provide
a living and evolving history for this important
heritage site that is inescapably part of Bath.

Planning and listed building consent have recently
been granted for the restoration of Cleveland
Pools and we look forward to future generations
being able to experience and absorb many more
happy memories.

T

he story of Plas Newydd in Anglesey, Wales,
charts a great swathe of British history from
battles to brushstrokes, by way of unrequited love
and tragic loss. The name Plas Newydd translates as
‘new mansion’, but the house is far from new. There
has been a residence in this location on the banks of
the Menai Straits since the early 16th century. There
is a Neolithic cromlech (megaliths arranged in a
circle) on the lawn to the west of the stables.

In December 2016, Donald Insall Associates, through
a competitive tender, won the commission to lead a
design team to upgrade the building services at Plas
Newydd for the National Trust. Our role has been to
manage the careful integration of new heating and
lighting systems and to improve security and fire
detection, whilst preserving the architectural and
historic value of the site. The National Trust’s mission
is ‘For ever, for everyone’ and this reflects its aim to
conserve its portfolio while at the same time securing
and widening public access to historic places,
landscapes and monuments.

Gothick with a ‘k’

The building is listed at Grade I and the account
given by Cadw neatly sums up the principal areas
of significance:
Listed grade I as an important example of an 18thcentury country house, notable for the early use
of Gothick in the re-modelling and extension of
an earlier building in the 1750s, but especially for
the coherent re-modelling of the house by Wyatt
and Potter, combining neo-classical symmetry
with gothic detail, and including interior work of
exceptional quality. The 20 th-century work to the
house is also of consistent character, and the Rex
Whistler work is particularly notable.
Plas Newydd was one of the earliest examples in
North Wales of re-modelling in the style of ‘Gothick
with a K’, as it is known by architectural historians.
This shorthand is used to describe the late-18thcentury practice of adding medievalising crockets,
spires and tracery to otherwise classical buildings in
order to create an impression of antiquity. Later much
despised by true goths such as AW Pugin and William
17

Previous page: Plas Newydd Country House and Gardens, Anglesey,
Wales. This fine 18th-century mansion sits on the shores of the Menai
Strait. ©National Trust Images / John Millar
Left to right: Conversation Piece: The Family of the 6th Marquess of
Anglesey, Wales, painting begun by Rex Whistler in 1938 and never
completed. The painting includes a self-portrait of the artist as well as
the figure of Lady Caroline Paget, to whom he was devoted. © National
Trust Images/John Hammond.
The Music Room at Plas Newydd, on the Isle of Anglesey, Wales. The
room was created in 1796-8 and closely resembles James Wyatt's
design for the chapel at Magdalen College, Oxford. © National Trust
Images / Andreas von Einsiedel.
One of a group of 14 original architectural drawings of Plas Newydd
including designs by James Wyatt and Joseph Potter, dating from the
period 1795-1809, Section of the end of the Hall. Signed J.Potter, pen and
wash drawing on paper. © National Trust / Simon Harris

'Later much despised by true goths
such as AW Pugin and William Burges …
the Gothick was a fundamental part of
the picturesque movement and can be
enjoyed today for its light-heartedness
and creativity.'

Burges, who sought the spirit of the Middle Ages as
well as the detailing, the Gothick was a fundamental
part of the picturesque movement and can be
enjoyed today for its light-heartedness and creativity.

Plas Newydd was given a thorough and wideranging re-modelling by James Wyatt and Joseph
Potter in two phases, 1783-6 and 1793-9. This was
a less assertive style of gothick than many such
later adaptations and resembled the ‘polite’ gothick
of Talacre Hall, the home of the Catholic branch
of the Mostyn family, rather than the full-blown
castellated towers and battlements of Gwrych Castle,
Abergele, another Insall Conwy office project. The
comparatively early date of the Plas Newydd remodelling was influential on north Wales’s country
house architectural tastes during the 19th century.
Rex Whister at Plas Newydd

Plas Newydd’s importance is not only rooted in its
18 th -century history, however, but also in the 20 th
century and its connection to the artist Rex Whistler.
In 1905, Plas Newydd became the main residence
of the 6th Marquis of Anglesey. He embarked on a
series of improvements to the house and gardens,
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including replacing the heating system and installing
additional bathrooms to the principal bedrooms,
making the house more comfortable for guests at
the many parties hosted by the family. The noted
architect H. S. Goodhart-Rendel was involved in
larger-scale alterations in 1935-6. At the same time,
Rex Whistler embellished the principal rooms with
trompe-l’oeil paintings including – in the dining room
– his largest piece, an imagined harbour scene with
a backdrop of Italian churches, ancient ruins and the
vast Snowdonian mountains.

The line between patronage and friendship became
blurred during Whistler’s time at Plas Newydd.
Whistler was devoted to the 6th Marquis’s’ eldest
daughter, Lady Caroline Paget, and painted
numerous portraits of her, including a nude. Many
of the fantastical romantic landscapes Whistler
painted include illusionistic tricks and private family
jokes. This deepens the significance of the Whistler
paintings beyond that of mere works of art and
makes them a fundamental part of the house and its
history. They are also his memorial: Rex Whistler was
killed on his first day of active service with the Welsh
Guards in Normandy in 1944.
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Plas Newydd was bequeathed to the National Trust
in 1976, with the family maintaining a residence
on the upper floor of the house. This change from
domestic use, and the associated reduction in staff,
fundamentally altered the way in which the building
performed environmentally. Although an early
adopter of domestic heating and hot water, Plas
Newydd was still reliant on numerous open fires, and
the ventilation the flues provided was beneficial. Yet
this came at a high price: until recently, Plas Newydd
was the Trust’s highest single consumer of oil, at
128,000 litres a year. Since 2014, however, the house
has been heated and mainly lit thanks to a 300kW
marine heat pump and 50kW photovoltaic array.
Donald Insall Associates’ brief has been to
introduce sophisticated ‘conservation heating’
throughout the property, flexible enough to cope
with the unique mix of building uses present on site.
These include accommodation for the donor family
and Trust custodians, offices, conservation stores
and, finally, the particular needs of the fine rooms
including the celebrated Whistler paintings.

Remembering Joseph Paxton at London
Road Cemetery, Coventry
Christopher Thomas

Above: Rex Whistler painting a mural in what is
now known as the Rex Whistler Room of Plas
Newydd, watched by Caroline, daughter of the
Marquess of Anglesey, 1937. © National Trust /
Simon Harris.
Right: Detail from the completed mural. © National
Trust / John Hammond
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The Spirit of Place

This 42-acre site is part burial ground, part pleasure
gardens and part arboretum and is owned by
Coventry City Council. Donald Insall Associates is
providing specialist conservation advice, from its new
office in Birmingham, to inform plans to repair and
regenerate the cemetery with the help of the Heritage
Lottery Fund. The cemetery is on the Register of
Historic Parks and Gardens, listed Grade I.

In order to achieve this sympathetically, we
have undertaken a broad-ranging statement
of significance for the property. The National
Trust’s preferred tool for understanding its
historic places is the ‘Spirit of Place’ statement.
This is derived from the ICOMOS Declaration
of Quebec and is defined as ‘…the tangible…
and the intangible elements…, that is to say the
physical and the spiritual elements that give
meaning, value, emotion and mystery to place’. The
declaration goes on to argue that the ‘spirit’ and
the ‘place’ interact and together define the cultural
significance of a heritage site. This approach
seems particularly appropriate to the multi-faceted
importance of Plas Newydd.
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ithin every conservation project, we discover
layers of meaning be they historic, civic or
personal. The London Road Cemetery in Coventry is
one that brings together all three.

The power of history at Plas Newydd is astonishing in
places, but it could easily be undermined by modern
interventions. Our goal is to provide 21st-century
environmental controls and the highest level of fire
detection and security with no discernible trace of
our work. We have undertaken a full options appraisal
and have developed a number of strategies in order
to minimise the impact on the historic fabric, cater
for the site’s myriad uses and to ensure public
engagement whilst the works are on site. This last
point is particularly important as the work presents an
opportunity to add a new layer to visitors’ understanding
of the house, providing a focus on the ‘behind the
scenes’ work that the Trust undertakes in conserving its
collection. Building new connections between people
and place is the surest way of securing the conservation
of Plas Newydd for the future.

The Genius of Joseph Paxton

London Road Cemetery was designed by Joseph
Paxton, then head gardener at Chatsworth House
in Derbyshire. His appointment, by the municipal
authority in 1846, was an enlightened decision by
civic leaders and a response to the desperately
overcrowded and unsanitary conditions of
Coventry’s inner-city parish church graveyards.
Paxton was an innovator and a reformer with many
strings to his bow: his achievements include the
pioneering design of glasshouses at Chatsworth,

the creation of a series of public parks in Liverpool,
and a directorship of the Midland Railway Company,
in addition to his masterpiece – the ‘Crystal Palace’
– which was built in Hyde Park to house the Great
Exhibition of 1851.
In 1846 Paxton commanded considerable respect
in the areas of horticulture design and engineering.
The London Road site required all of these skills, as
the cemetery was created in part from a disused
quarry. The masterstroke of Paxton’s plan was to
introduce an imposing stone terrace. From this
elevated walkway, visitors to the cemetery had
views over the wooded gardens and the planted
quarry heights, as well as the prospect of Charter
House across the London Road. The promenade
combined a pedestrian path overlooking the
cemetery gardens, accommodation to store biers,
a columbarium and a route for the disposal of large
amounts of quarry waste from the site.
A Garden Cemetery

Paxton’s reforming zeal created both a cemetery and
a public park, in line with John Loudons’ admonition
that cemeteries should ‘improve the moral feelings
21

Left: Mass funerald held at
the London Road Cemetery in
Coventry during the Second
World War. 20 th November
1940 / Alamy

Curating the Past:
Repair and Conservation at Brodsworth Hall
Simon Revill

'This presents a conservation
dilemma: which is more
significant, the original
tunnel entrance or the war
time shelter?'

and provide a source of amelioration and/or
instruction.’ This was in part possible because
just two per-cent of internments at London Road
Cemetery are marked with funerary monuments,
and so there was space to create landscaped paths
and gardens as a setting for the architecture of the
tombs. Yet even this small proportion of monuments
amounted to 6,500 marked graves, an indicator of
the scale of the cemetery operation.

The gravestones act as a chronicle of the social and
political life of the city in the 19th and 20 th centuries,
recording the lives of many well-known and
successful Coventrians, perhaps inevitably focusing
on these rather than ordinary men and women. Our
work, however, has included the repair of many of
the personal memento mori as well as the major
monuments and structures of the cemetery.
A War Memorial?

The terrace walkway needs considerable structural
intervention because of damage by tree roots and
vandals. But there is also an interesting opportunity
to mark the City’s traumatic memory of the Second
World War blitz. In the Victorian era, carriages
entered the cemetery through a tunnel under the
raised walkway; there, coffins were transferred to
biers because horse drawn vehicles were banned
from interrupting the calm of the park. During
the 1940s, the original carriage entrance from
London Road was converted to an air raid shelter.
This presents a conservation dilemma: which is
more significant, the original tunnel entrance or
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the wartime shelter? The story of the Blitz and
Coventry’s experience of it in particular is now
such a powerful part of our national and collective
memory that perhaps the air raid shelter has the
edge, but arguably these questions should be
determined by communities, not by experts.

The cemetery also contains other commemorative
buildings. There is an Anglican chapel in the Norman
Romanesque style, a Grecian non-conformist
chapel and a more prosaic modern structure for the
Jewish burial ground in the north-west corner of the
cemetery. Perhaps the most significant memorial
is that to the great Joseph Paxton himself, who
became MP for Coventry in 1854. This towering,
Gothic Revival-style monument was erected in 1868
to a design by architect Joseph Goddard. It was not
intended to be a funerary monument but instead
a focus of national commemoration, as Paxton is
buried at Edensor, near Chatsworth.

The specialist skills of conservation architects are
often sought when there are concerns that social
and civic memories might be lost, because buildings
and public spaces are sold and then face alteration
or demolition. Conservation architecture is the ‘art
of the possible’, ensuring the preservation of cultural
memories while equipping buildings for the future.
This is just the type of creative problem-solving that
Joseph Paxton would have understood and that he
brought to bear on London Road Cemetery, which is
a landscape both of memory and of recreation.

B

rodsworth Hall in South Yorkshire flourished
for just a very short period, but memories of
its heyday and subsequent decline have proved
persistent. The house was built in 1861-3 by Charles
Sabine Thellusson, who in 1858 had inherited
the estate from his great-grandfather. It was
designed by a London architect, Philip Wilkinson,
in an Italianate style. Brodsworth Hall was made
for pleasure. The Thellussons spent the summer
yachting on the south coast and the winter at home,
hosting parties and game shooting.
Decline and Fall

By 1885, however, a slow decline had set in. Some
much-needed income was provided from 1905
when a colliery was established on the estate, but
this also caused the house to suffer from mining
subsidence. After 1919, the house was only used by
shooting parties during the winter. Over the course
of the 20 th century economic depression, military
requisition and death duties took their toll.

Charles Grant-Dalton and his wife Sylvia, who lived at
Brodsworth from 1931 to 1988 (Charles died in 1952),
did what they could to slow the decay. Traces of their
economising efforts can be seen in almost every room,
in the reduced fireplace openings, the gaps on the walls
where sold-off paintings once hung, the threadbare
carpets, the curtains that have been cut and turned, and
the Formica covering the kitchen tables.
The house was acquired by English Heritage in 1990.
Its relatively late acquisition (the majority of country

'Traces of … economising efforts can
be seen in almost every room, in the
reduced fireplace openings, the gaps on
the walls where sold-off paintings once
hung, the threadbare carpets…'
houses were sold in the mid-century period) and its
long decline have resulted in the preservation of an
extraordinary collection of country house ephemera.
The building embodies the memories of its time as a
family home to a far greater extent than many other
country houses which are now open to the public.

Brodsworth Hall replaced an earlier Georgian house,
which was in turn a rebuilding and refacing of an
earlier manor. The new mansion benefited from
a more private location on the estate, adjacent to
the woodland to provide good shooting, and amid
luxuriant gardens. This pattern of building is similar
for Sutton Scarsdale Hall in Derbyshire, which Donald
Insall Associates is also repairing for English Heritage.
The key difference between the two houses, however,
is that Sutton Scarsdale is a ruin, stripped of its
interiors in 1919, whereas Brodsworth has been
frozen in time, intact. This creates a different set of
challenges for a conservation architect.
Repair and renewal

Our work at Brodsworth has focused on a set of
patented timber roller shutters that were installed
during the original construction of the 1860s. These
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Left: A decorator carefully
applying linseed oil to the
fine mahogany doors leading
into the formal gardens, from
the South Hall. The repaired,
upgraded and redecorated
shutters to these three sets
of doors can be seen in a
partially closed position. The
secondary temporary inner
doors, as seen through the door
on the right, protect the interior
and its collections during the
construction works.

Chesterton Mill, Cambridge
Karen Teideman-Barrett

Previous page: Aerial of
Brodsworth Hall / Alamy

provided security in front of the slender mahogany
French doors and were necessary during the
long summers when the house was unoccupied.
Revolving shutter technology was developing
rapidly in the 1860s. The shutters at Brodsworth
Hall were a patented variant by Francis & Co.

The shutters were raised and lowered via a rope on
a pulley, counterbalanced like a sash window with
cast iron weights. However a number of defects have
rendered many of them inoperable, despite continual
repair and maintenance since their installation. Oral
history records gathered by English Heritage reveals
the shutters were difficult to use in the time of Sylvia
Grant-Dalton. One member of staff, Les Trott, recalled
the arduous task of lifting and lowering the twentythree troublesome shutters on a regular basis.
In determining how to carry out the repair, there were
several considerations: the importance of the original
design, which was a particular example of one of the
many variations developed during the evolution of
the product; the significance of the defects in later
memories of life in the house (it is often the quirks and
curiosities which bring a place like Brodsworth to life);
the necessity of working shutters to control light levels
in the principal rooms, which contain the significant and
vulnerable collections; the wellbeing of English Heritage
staff whose job it is to operate the shutters today; and
the need for careful construction works in a sensitive
historic building that was to remain open to the public.
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Our approach, working with a specialist contractor, has
been to find the right balance between romance and
pragmatism. We have repaired two of the shutters to
the original patented design – in the Drawing Room
and the Lathe Room – so that they endure as a living
archival record. The repair strategy for the remaining
shutters introduces a gearbox and winding handle
to the mechanism, alongside slat joinery repairs and
linseed oil paint decorations to reduce the need for
ongoing maintenance. The decision to vary from the
original design forms another layer in the revolving
shutter's historical development. Trial works and
continuous improvement through the construction
phase have resulted in the specification of minute
details, such as the finished orientation of each and
every one of the 1,500 slotted screw heads per shutter
to reduce the need for ongoing maintenance and make
them easier to use.
Oral history has proved an important tool at
Brodsworth Hall for understanding how the building
has evolved, how it has been repaired and how
its significance has changed over time. With a
thorough understanding of its past and the stories
behind its fabric and collections, Brodsworth Hall
can continue in its latest phase of life as an English
Heritage property, bringing a new layer of memories
to this special place. Our work at Brodsworth Hall is
scheduled to complete in Autumn 2017.

'Our task as historic buildings
architects is to understand this
simple group of mill buildings
and to guide the developers
in how they might instill the
understanding of its past
activity into a new use, making
meaningful connections.'

Left: French's Mill, Chesterton, Cambridge.
Date unknown / Mills Archive

C

hesterton Mill near Cambridge, now surrounded by
the suburbs of New Chesterton, is an example of a
site that has evolved to keep pace with technology,
and continues to do so. The wind-powered mill was
built in 1847 by William Beart, a maltster, to grind
corn. The mill and surrounding fields were then,
in 1850, acquired by William French and operated
as a flour milling business. In a drive to increase
productivity, a steam engine and roller mill were built
on the site in 1896. By 1912, the windmill sails were
removed and wind power abandoned. In 1932 a new
diesel engine was installed. In 1956 the business
closed, by which time it had been operated by four
generations of the French family. The diesel engine
was sold and moved to Iraq and, after a period of
neglect, the mill buildings were converted to offices in
1985. Today the site is a small business park.
The original rural setting of the mill was sustained
until the 20 th century, when the expansion of the
Cambridge suburb of New Chesterton enveloped

it. Recently, low-quality commercial buildings
have developed around the perimeter of the site,
and parking and other related street furniture have
affected its overall character. Today the desire for
further housing, and the expansion of Cambridge,
brings further pressure to develop. We are advising
the developer on the impact of new proposals for the
site. It is proposed to demolish the modern buildings,
retain the the core 19th -century mill buildings and
build new residential units ranging in height along the
boundaries of the site. Discussions are progressing
with the planning authority to reach a consensus on
the form and manner of the development.
Our task as historic buildings architects is to
understand this simple group of mill buildings and
to guide the developers in how they might instill the
understanding of its past activity into a new use,
making meaningful connections. This will ensure
that the 21st-century chapter of its history is as vital
as that of previous centuries.
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50 Years of Conservation Areas

Aliza Ross (1984 – 2016)

Tony Barton

T

his year we have been joining in celebrations for
the 50 th Anniversary of the Civic Amenities Act,
which heralded the designation of conservation
areas. It has been a joy to learn about the role of
Donald Insall Associates’ pioneering conservation
architects in these early days of the movement and
how our colleagues’ advice influenced much of what
we take for granted today.

In 1967, legislation had been in place for a decade
that protected individual buildings from demolition or
insensitive alteration but our historic city, town and
village centres were being lost to comprehensive
development and the growing hunger for roads to cope
with the post war boom in motorcar ownership. These
were the days of road-widening schemes, ring roads and
underpasses which disrupted longstanding patterns of
movement and use in historic places. It is impossible
to record how much of our heritage has been saved
since the Act, because of the simple presumption
it established that buildings which contribute to
character will not be demolished in conservation
areas. There will be hundreds of examples.
We can, though, celebrate a simple Parliamentary
Act instigated by the Civic Trust through Duncan
Sandys that has improved the quality of life of much
of the population of the UK.
For 50 years our legacy as a Practice has been
woven into the history of the City of Chester, the
great pioneer of city wide conservation.

The story of the Red Book, the first Conservation
Officer, the penny rate to establish the Conservation
Fund and the ensuing international recognition of
Chester, is an important aspect in the history of
Donald Insall Associates and of the City. Chester is
a set piece of architectural history, the backdrop to
millions of tourist photographs, much loved by its
residents, me included, but is that all?

I contrast the beautiful place where my children
grew up, absorbing a shared heritage and adding
to its collective memory, with my early childhood in
Clydebank to the west of Glasgow.

Here is, was, a place with a history, an identity, a sense of
itself as somewhere special. A town with purpose, it had
grown somehow not on the Clyde but from the Clyde,
sending the great liners down the river as ambassadors
for the collective craft of Clydebank. The Blitz, more
devastating than at Coventry, had removed much of
the built fabric and slum clearance was urgent and
necessary in the post-war years, but a search for the
past in Clydebank today is a fraught enterprise. Little
remains, a forensic eye is needed to discover landmarks
in the collective memory of thousands of people. A
pursuit of development has thrown the baby, a shared
sense of place, out with the regeneration bath water.
The spirit of place

Spirit of place is an elusive spell, formed from
potions of topography, layer upon layer of buildings,
and a population with a sense of belonging to a
physical environment with its myths embedded in
stone walls and slate roofs.
The magic of memory and myth has been lost in
Clydebank in the span of a single generation.

My children will return to Chester and will see
change; the city is always changing, it’s a living thing;
development and regeneration are achieved here
but with an appreciation of continuity.

Our collective ethos within Insall has always been
to manage change in any artefact, building or place,
whilst preserving its unique character and essence.
So it should be with all the special places where we
live and work. Conservation areas have been and must
continue to be an anchor in enabling positive change
whilst protecting our shared memory and heritage.

Left: Clydebank’s lost
industrial heritage. Aerial
view showing the Singer
Manufacturing Company in
Kilbowie, Clydebank circa
1935 / Alamy
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Donald Insall Associates is deeply saddened to
record that Aliza Ross, an architect and Associate of
the Practice, died on 9 November 2016.
Aliza joined Donald Insall Associates in 2010 after
writing to Donald directly when she learned about
his work while studying for an MSc in Historic
Preservation at Columbia University. They later
met and he recommended that the Practice
employ Aliza; this speaks for itself, both of Donald’s
judgement and Aliza’s sparkling talent.

Born in New York, Aliza came to Donald Insall
Associates from Swanke Hayden Connell in the
US, where she worked on the conservation of the
West Virginia State Capitol. She had previously
co-authored a survey of Brooklyn’s historic
synagogues and Roman Catholic churches for
New York Landmarks Conservancy and worked in
Paris for DOCOMOMO. Aliza’s formative interest in
architectural conservation was inspired by the 18 th century farmhouses of the US eastern seaboard
and the 19th -century resort architecture of Newport,
Rhode Island. She was also a huge enthusiast for Art
Deco and the 20 th century.

Very quickly, Aliza became central to the Donald Insall
Associates team. Her dog, Maddie, who had crossed
the Atlantic with Aliza, became a frequent and popular
visitor to 12 Devonshire Street. Aliza’s special warmth
and vitality put people immediately at ease and
she was well-liked by clients, contractors and
craftspeople. To her colleagues in the office, Aliza
was – quite simply – terrific fun.

Aliza worked principally at the Palace of Westminster, on
the Encaustic Tile Floor, Westminster Hall and Internal
Courtyards restoration projects. As her talents shone
through, so her responsibilities grew, and she was
promoted to Associate in 2014. Aliza excelled with
the ‘SOAS into Senate House’ project, a large job where
she led a sizeable team. In 2015, again in a leadership
role, Aliza completed the restoration of the Queen’s
Robing Room at the Palace of Westminster. The project
was a challenge on all levels. The brief was exacting;
the works were required to be completed in a very tight
timeframe; and the repairs were technically difficult. It is
a tribute to Aliza that the project transformed the room
and augmented the Practice’s reputation at the Palace
of Westminster, which had been established 30 years
previously with repairs to the House of Lords Chamber.

Aliza combined an appreciation of historic buildings
and how to conserve them with an unerring business
sense. She impressed clients with a deftness that
rightly earned her a reputation as a very safe pair of
hands; indeed her handling of the most challenging
projects was exemplary.
Aliza’s cosmopolitan and inclusive world view was
liberating. She was a natural leader and a loyal friend,
whose enthusiasm and humour were infectious.
Aliza was someone for whom the world held
uncompromised potential; one of her dreams was to
convert and restore an old farmhouse.

Aliza demonstrated extraordinary fortitude in the face
of a diagnosis of melanoma in 2015. She died at home
and is survived by her husband, Gary, and son, Julian.
— Patrick Duerden
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News in Brief

Donald Insall Associates and BDP win
Palace of Westminster Restoration &
Renewal project

A once-in-a-lifetime appointment to repair
Wentworth Woodhouse

This will inform the Palace of Westminster
Restoration and Renewal Project, for which BDP
have been appointed to provide architect-led
multi-disciplinary design services with Donald
Insall Associates as conservation architect, historic
building consultant, historic interiors conservation
consultant, and conservation consultant for historic
furniture and decorative arts.

In other news: Shortlisted for AJ100
Employer of the Year Award

We have enjoyed a longstanding working
relationship with the Palace of Westminster,
beginning with repairs to the ceiling to the House
of Lords Chamber, following partial collapse in
July 1980. We were awarded a Europa Nostra for
the Palace of Westminster Conservation Plan in
2006. Alongside on-going projects, including the
conservation of Westminster Hall and the medieval
Cloister Court, we have been appointed to write the
new Conservation Management Plan.

Above: Birmingham Cathedral
(St Philips) in the heart of the
city’ / Birmingham Cathedral
Next page, left: Westminster
Hall © Thomas Erskine

Our new Birmingham Office

In 2017 we opened a new studio in Birmingham, the
practice’s seventh UK office since we were founded
in London nearly sixty years ago. This follows
amalgamation with Christopher Thomas Architects,
specialists in conservation in the city since 1983.

Our expansion to Birmingham offers an exciting
opportunity to work within a city built on the back
of the Industrial Revolution and characterized by a
rich and complex heritage of civic, commercial and
industrial architecture of very different eras. For
our practice, this raises important questions about
history and modernity, innovation and manufacturing
in relation to architecture and infrastructure.

Birmingham’s enterprising and layered past can be
a part of its future as a dynamic place to live and
work. We are interested in ways in which the city’s
historic fabric can support its development through
reinforcing its identity by “protecting the past to inform
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the present” as suggested in Birmingham’s Heritage
Strategy, a five year city plan leading up to 2019.

Current projects at our Birmingham office include
work at the Grade II*-listed Birmingham Botanical
Gardens, heritage consultancy at the former
Municipal Bank, Broad Street and supporting IDP
Group by acting as conservation architects for
the reuse of the Grade I London Road Cemetery in
Coventry, and providing advice on a new project at
St Philip’s Cathedral, Birmingham.

Built from 1725, Wentworth Woodhouse is one
of the grandest stately homes in Britain and the
architectural manifestation of the power of the Whig
aristocracy in the 18th century. Further to a campaign
by SAVE Britain's Heritage amongst others, the
building's ownership has been transferred to the
Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation Trust. Following
a successful bid in an open tender process, Donald
Insall Associates has been appointed to undertake
emergency repair works to this vast building, funded
by a grant from Treasury.

This year we were one of eight practices shortlisted
for this year’s AJ100 ‘Employer of the Year’ award.
As a proudly employee-owned business, we find our
founder’s proclamation that ‘buildings are alive’ – an
ever developing organism – equally applies to our
practice. The principle, philosophy and practice that
underpins Employee Ownership resonates in our
culture beyond our end-of-the-year profit share.

This year's promotions:

Top row, left to right: Chris Bell (London), Senior Architect; Helen Ensor (Historic Buildings Consultancy),
Associate Director; Megan Hari (Historic Buildings Consultancy), Researcher; Edward Lewis (London),
Senior Architect; Simon Malam (Chester), Practice Director; Ashleigh Murray (Historic Buildings
Consultancy), Senior Historic Buildings Advisor. Hannah Parham (Historic Buildings Consultancy), Director of
Historic Buildings Consultancy;

Bottom row, left to right: Victoria Perry (Historic Buildings Consultancy), Associate Director; Lucy Ransom
(Cambridge), Senior Architect; Matthew Seaborn (Cambridge), Practice Director; Franziska Sieck (Conwy),
Senior Architect; Karen Teideman-Barrett (Cambridge), Associate Director; Nicki Whetstone (Cambridge),
Senior Architect.

Christopher Thomas will be retained as consultant
to the Birmingham office. He augments Donald
Insall Associates’ strong pre-existing knowledge
of the area through projects such as the Grade I
Victoria Law Courts, Grade I Madresfield Court,
Malvern, and a Conservation Area Appraisal for the
Jewellery Quarter.
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